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Bridging
the Gap
Have you ever thought 
of the gap between what 
we learned in school and 
what was out there? If 
yes, what was it?

Learning from our own lives and 60 
years of educational experience, we’ve 
come close to understanding it. In turn, 
framing a curriculum that nurtures self-
driven learners. A blend of the old and 
new that gives each child the potential to 
challenge the status quo. 

“In a constantly changing world, we 
understand how learning plays a 
pivotal role in staying strong - mentally, 
emotionally, and physically. Apart from 
literacy, students in this new-age require 
a strong base to look at learning as a 
life-long process”.-
Madhukar Dhiman, Director, RMPS

We realize this with the collective 
ambition of our parents, children and 
mentors to view education like one must 
- as a lifelong journey.



Step by Step - 
The Path to 

Discovery 
For the fi rst 6 years, a child’s mind is like a sponge, soaking up vast 

amounts of information. What they need is a good learning atmosphere.

At RMPS, we do not have traditional classrooms. Instead, we have 
discovery rooms that simulate natural environments.

In our discovery rooms, children
Discover how language works « 

� Discover the world of numbers « 
� Discover how the world works «
� Discover learnings in books and stories « 
� Discover diff erent cultures and places «

‘Learning at RMPS is open-ended and removes
the shackles of pure textbook learning- which is
why our classrooms are not limited to four walls,

a book, and a blackboard.

Like classrooms, you won’t see conventional
teachers at RMPS. Instead, we have mentors. 

These mentors guide children through
Active learning «

� Self-propelled learning «
� Project-based learning  «
� Cooperative learning  «



Today for
Tomorrow
Learning about History, Science, and Mathematics 
is essential. But being aware of the world’s pressing 
challenges is also critical. Be it climate change, 
sustainability, cultural sensitivity, or mental discipline - 
we make sure our curriculum gives equal weightage.

Our curriculum’s six pillars focus on:
» Communication, language and literacy
» Mathematics 
» Creative Expression
�» Personal, Social and Emotional Development 
�» Physical Development 
�» Understanding the world - Culture and Science 

We also believe in introducing lessons that stay 
with us forever.

Learning about the world at a young age forms a 
mindset that’s always curious, always questioning 
and this starts today, for a better tomorrow.

Cultural sensitivity  
Developing a sense of 
empathy for people from 
diff erent cultures and 
walks of life. 

Support local
Learning how buying 
locally sourced products 
supports the nation

Mental discipline
Focusing on a strong 
and fl exible mindset to 
beat factors of stress 
and uncertainty.

Sustainable lifestyle  
Supporting the planet 
one step at a time by 
educating oneself about 
sustainability.



Education transitions with age and forms 
a crucial step to enjoy learning. Thus, it is
essential to transition educational styles 

from primary to senior school. For toddlers, 
learning is an enjoyable game to immerse 

oneself in. For a 10-year old, learning
transitions to constant engagement,

questioning, and feedback.

Learning at RMPS
Curiosity-driven  |  Two-way discussions 

Immersive environments  |  Environment-friendly 
Strong communication skills  |  Experiential learning

Blend of the old and new  |  Supportive mentors

We also know and believe we can’t do it alone 
and which is why we’re building a collaborative 

springboard that includes parents, mentors, and 
children through workshops, events and programs.

In it
Together



The Rose Mount
Pathways Life



The Rose Mount
Pathways Life

We welcome the Always Curious.
We welcome Constant Dialogue.
We welcome Global Citizens.



Get to know us better with a school tour 
 Contact us via

Email: 
info@rosemountpathways.com

Call: 
+91 7302287770

Whatsapp: 
+91 7302287770

Address:  
Rose Mount Pathways School 

E-40 Racecourse,  Near Police Lines, 
Dehradun


